Jetta 2 5 se

The Jetta strikes the perfect balance with a sophisticated look, sleek character lines and a
comfortable, modern interior. With a range of available seating options including ventilated and
heated front seats, the Jetta is where comfort meets style. The available display is a true
breakthrough. Instead of the traditional instrument cluster, information can be displayed
digitally in high resolution. Get charged for where the road takes you. With available wireless
charging for compatible devices, running out of juice can be a thing of the past. Explore Apple
CarPlay. Explore Android Auto. Volkswagen Car-Net 6 comes with a mobile app that can give
you command of your car, in your pocket. With a suite of standard features plus add-on benefits
for your convenience and peace of mind. From turbocharged performance and handling to
driver selection modes, the Jetta has cornered the market on fun. Safety is a core value to us.
Benefit from the view of a wide lens when you want it. Front and rear crumple zones help
absorb crash energy, while a rigid safety cage helps distribute forces away from the driver and
passengers. Jetta 1. Build your Jetta. Starting MSRP. Request a Quote. Meet the Jetta. Clean
lines, fun times. Modern design. Sporty exterior LED head and taillights add stylish touches
from front to back, the Jetta stands out without even trying. Sleek character lines and a modern
interior serve a premium, refined look. The joy inside the joy ride. Available interior lighting lets
you adjust the mood inside instantly by choosing from 10 individual colors. Let the light in with
an available power panoramic sunroof that tilts and slides. Stylish comfort. Trendy and
comfortable, these available two-tone leatherette seating surfaces feel like leather and look
great, thanks to Titan Black bolsters and perforated Storm Gray inserts. R-Line Design. A bit of
swagger, inside and out. Cool, everywhere you look. Tech, to help enhance your driving
experience. Technology features that help enhance the driving experience. Volkswagen Digital
Cockpit. Customize your view. Technology within reach. Take your apps for a ride. Driver
Assistance. Driver Assistance features can help give you more confidence on your drive. View
feature details. Your drive just got turbocharged. Turbocharged engine. This 1. While you may
be in a compact, the performance is anything but. A small sedan that packs a serious punch
with a standard turbocharged engine. Performance at every turn. The result: more accurate
cornering. You can control your drive with available Driving Mode Selection. Eco, Normal, Sport,
and Custom driving modes each offer a different feel and response. Choose your favorite and
take over. Compliment the lean, sculpted look of the Jetta with available 17" alloy wheels. Can
help you stay out of trouble. Rear View Camera System. Stay focused. Safety Cage. Intelligent
by design. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But
ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep
our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow
our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 38 " Rear head room 37 " Front
shoulder room 55 " Rear shoulder room 54 " Front leg room Maximum cargo capacity Standard
seating 5 Exterior Length Gross weight 4, lbs. Fuel Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 4, Payload 1,
lbs. Research Another Vehicle. Viewing 2. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:.
Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration
Volkswagen has been selling its Jetta small sedan in the U. It's been a somewhat bumpy road
over the years, at least in regard to the car's overall mission and appeal. The latest Volkswagen
Jetta generation, introduced two years ago, generally hits the mark. It has subdued but
handsome styling, an eye toward comfort, and upscale features for its price. The Jetta is also
practical thanks to a sizable trunk and roomy back seat. The downside is that it doesn't stand
out in a crowded field of competitors in any one category. Many of its rivals are big on
personality â€” something the Jetta struggles to match against the Honda Civic and Mazda 3.
Still, there's enough good here that you might want to check it out. Read our Expert Rating for
more detail and our in-depth evaluation on the Jetta. All models are powered by a turbocharged
1. All-wheel drive is not available. A six-speed manual transmission is standard on the S and
R-Line trims, while all the others come with an eight-speed automatic. S The Jetta line kicks off
with this basic model and the following equipment:. SE The second model in line takes a big
step forward in terms of amenities:. R-Line An aggressive style trim that introduces these items
to the Jetta line:. Only "fun to drive" is manual transmission. The Auto transmission will look for
the right gear On previous models , with less than 8 gears , you would hear the metal knock

when you are slowing down. Vw fixed that noise with new gear box. Yes, if you put 1. Highway
"will concur" the power is not there. Car without such power is not safe to drive on US
highways. No acceleration Exterior "design" is nothing special. Same 15 yo style budget
classics? Check dealer's mechanic shop while you are waiting for your new Jetta and dealer's
reviews; usually they reviews are low because reliability and service are low, while Korean car
makers are on the top of reliability and "car wanting" charts. I'd say - VW is dead. I leased
previous 2 VWs and turned them both back after 24 months. I am looking for a cheap car,
nothing fancy. What's the next cheap brand? Nissan Altima is very nice. The performance, size,
and safety are hard to beat at the price point. My 3rd Jetta and I love it. Write a review. See all 2
reviews. NOTE: This video is about the Volkswagen Jetta, but since the Volkswagen Jetta is part
of the same generation, our earlier analysis still applies. The Volkswagen Jetta has been
completely redesigned for the model year, with new, sharper looks, a new platform underneath
and a redesigned interior. The new Jetta is also longer, wider and taller than the outgoing
model, with a longer wheelbase and shorter overhangs, which means a significant increase in
interior volume. In the looks category it's certainly less subtle, with sharp character lines, a
larger grille, and a much larger presence on the road. And one of the things you'll notice first is
these hard creases on the side, the big grille up front. We definitely like that new design. We
think it looks pretty upscale, classy. And also, one of the things that Volkswagen talked about
today and yesterday at the reveal is the coupe-like roofline, and how that actually doesn't
impinge on rear passenger headroom. You still have the same amount of headroom in this Jetta
that you did in last year's model. It's longer than before. It's now inch wheelbase. It's almost
Passat sized. That's only about five inches shorter than the Passat. It's wider and it's taller than
the last Jetta, than the outgoing Jetta. It does have the same 1. It's got horsepower compared to
the from last year. But it retains the same pound feet of torque. Now we expect this new Jetta,
because it's a little bit bigger, to be a little bit heavier than the outgoing model. So that might
affect acceleration a little bit. But we're definitely happy with the interior. So we want to go
inside, take a look, and show you just what's changed and how nice it's become on the inside of
the Jetta. For starters, you look at the center console screen and the driver display screen, and
they are both much nicer than before. The first time we saw this center console or TFT screen
where you've got the nav transferable to the center was in the Audi TT. It's now in a couple
other Volkswagen and Audi products. And center console here, this is all pretty familiar. These
are buttons that we've seen in the Jetta for a while. There are a couple of hard plastics here and
there, but the feel is generally upscale compared to previous models. Also, these buttons, these
are very reminiscent of things like the new Audis. The new Audi A8 has similar text and
displays. And also, this is a really crisp optional eight-inch screen. And in general, this is a nice
place to be. We've known that for a while about the Jetta. We're excited to drive with this new,
longer wheelbase, as well, see if it's quieted down any, and see if the comfort levels have gone
up. On top of having that nice new interior, the Volkswagen Jetta also starts at a lower base
price than the outgoing model. So that's nice to hear. We assume that prices of the high-end
models will be a little bit higher than the outgoing model, especially with all that nice new
equipment on the interior. So that's our look at the all-new Volkswagen Jetta. Leave us your
comments below, and be sure to subscribe for more videos from the Detroit Auto Show. The
Honda Civic is simply hard to beat. The current version of this ubiquitous sedan deftly manages
to be affordable, comfortable and fun-to-drive all at once. We also like the extra power and fuel
efficiency from its optional turbocharged engine, although the tech features are somewhat
lacking. Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Honda Civic. The Elantra is fully redesigned
for with a bold new look. We found that the fresh styling doesn't come with driving thrills to
match, but there are new performance variants that kick things up several notches. On standard
versions, impressive technology adds to a great value play, from excellent fuel efficiency to
class-leading warranty coverage. The Jetta prides itself on comfort, but the Mazda 3 is just as
stately. It has a catchy design, excellent interior refinement and one additional trick: It's simply
a blast to drive. You can even add all-wheel drive and a whopping horsepower engine if you
choose. The Mazda 3 is less practical than the Jetta, but it bursts with charm. The Volkswagen
Jetta is offered in the following submodels: Jetta Sedan. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the Volkswagen Jetta and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Jetta
3. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Jetta. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews
for the Volkswagen Jetta and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert
reviews and recommendations for the Jetta featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,

performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Volkswagen Jetta. Edmunds has deep data on over
6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Volkswagen Volkswagen Jetta. Select year - New - New.
Other years. Pros Pleasingly smooth ride Ample storage in the cabin Cons Brakes feel grabby at
low speeds Steering wheel controls take some getting used to Cabin is more plasticky than
others in the class What's new New, more capable infotainment system standard on SEL trim
and up Other minor revisions to standard feature availability Part of the seventh Jetta
generation introduced for The Jetta is practical and competent. It also looks good. But don't
expect to discover any hidden depths. The Jetta isn't exceptional enough on any front to claim
the top spot. The Jetta feels quick around town thanks to the solid torque output from the
turbocharged engine at low rpm. But the engine runs out of juice if you really try winding it out.
In our testing, our Jetta test car posted a mediocre mph time of 8. A panic stop from 60 mph
yielded results typical for the segment, but we're not huge fans of the brakes. The pedal is soft,
and response seems out of sync as you increase pressure. At low speeds, the brakes can feel
quite grabby and make it hard to stop smoothly. Unlike in other small Volkswagen cars, the
steering is light and rubbery. There are some bright spots, such as the well-controlled body roll
that lends the Jetta some sporty characteristics. We also like the smooth-shifting transmission,
though it shifts too frequently. The Jetta's ride is quite good. It takes the edge off square bumps
and ably absorbs larger impacts. It can feel a little bouncy over large bumps, but overall the ride
quality feels premium for the class. The seats are soft, with nice cushioning and good side
bolstering. However, the seat bottom is too flat, and there's little lower back support. Even
worse, you won't get adjustable lumbar unless you upgrade to the highest trim. Overall noise
levels are impressively low around town, and wind noise only really manifests on the highway.
The climate controls are a bit small and close together, but the system is relatively
straightforward and easy to use. The Jetta is one of the only small sedans to offer ventilated
front seats, which go a long way to keep the cabin cool on a hot day. This score suffers
primarily because of some needlessly complex controls. In particular, the steering wheel
controls are harder to figure out than others. Otherwise, the Jetta's cabin is a nice place to
spend time, especially if you're in the driver's seat. It offers a considerable amount of height
adjustment, and the steering wheel likewise has ample telescoping and tilt range. The rear
legroom is good, but headroom is merely average. Seating for a third person in back isn't the
best because of the wide center console and rear hump in the center of the floor. While you get
some nice standard features such as smartphone integration, it's really in the higher trim levels
that the Jetta's tech shines. The upgraded Beats Audio unit, for instance, is one of the best in
the class. The difference between the haves and have nots manifests again with respect to
voice controls. Lower trims don't have native voice controls at all, while the system on upper
trims is finicky and requires a structured syntax. Unlike rivals, you have to pay extra for driving
aids in the Jetta. Fortunately, the systems offered all work reasonably well. The Jetta has plenty
of room for your stuff. Small-item storage is copious, with large door pockets all around, a tray
in front of the shifter, and sizable cupholders. At There's also a large opening behind the rear

seats should you need to drop them for extra storage. The large back seat, combined with easily
accessible car-seat anchors and tethers, means that child safety seats should fit without much
trouble. Our test Jetta averaged less than 30 mpg in mixed driving. The Jetta offers an average
value. Sure, higher trims have lots of equipment, but they're also priced at the top of the class
and don't come with an upgraded engine. Lower trims have advantages over the base trims of
competitors, but they also lack some equipment that's standard elsewhere. We're also not
impressed by the underperforming real-world fuel economy. VW's warranty is also average. The
Jetta is a good-looking car inside and out, and on that front it stands out in the class. But
beauty is only skin-deep because underneath the Jetta feels competent but generic. There's
nothing about this car that creates an identity for Volkswagen. If you like your business sedan
with a little attitude, the R-Line is the right choice. It has a unique exterior style and accents that
can't be had with other models, plus a locking electronic differential that makes it more fun to
drive. On the other hand, the SE trim offers an enticing package â€” heated seats and a sunroof
are rare at this price. S The Jetta line kicks off with this basic model and the following
equipment: LED headlights, taillights and daytime running lights Power-adjustable side mirrors
inch alloy wheels 6. Read more. Find savings on the Jetta for sale near you. ZIP Code. See
Pricing. See all Jetta lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Jetta. Most helpful consumer
reviews 1 out of 5 stars, No power. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer
price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Automatic Post-Collision Braking System
Applies the brakes once the airbags go off to reduce the possibility of further damage during an
accident. Forward Collision Warning Sounds an alert when a front collision is likely and primes
and applies the brakes if necessary. Side Impact Test Good. Volkswagen Jetta vs. Honda Civic
The Honda Civic is simply hard to beat. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds
experts tested the Jetta both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about
Volkswagen Jetta fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Jetta gets an EPA-estimated
33 mpg to 34 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Jetta has And then there's
safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Volkswagen Jetta is reliable, read
Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to
live with the Jetta. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be
sure to compare the Jetta's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot
to consider if you're wondering whether the Volkswagen Jetta is a good car. Edmunds' expert
testing team reviewed the Jetta
starter for 2000 mitsubishi galant
1986 tt350
2001 ford explorer sport manual
and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all
be factors in determining whether the Jetta is a good car for you. If you're interested in the
Volkswagen Jetta, the next question is, which Jetta model is right for you? What do people
think of the Volkswagen Jetta? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a
robust series of ratings and reviews for the Volkswagen Jetta and all model years in our
database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team
of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Volkswagen Jetta? Which Volkswagen
Jettas are available in my area? Can't find a new Volkswagen Jettas you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Volkswagen Jetta?
Check out Volkswagen lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Jetta
drive? How comfortable is the Jetta? How economical is the Jetta? Is the Jetta a good value?

